Abstract-This paper describes the design of model predictive control (MPC) for an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) used to track objects of interest identified by a real-time camera vision (CV) module in a search and track (SAT) autonomous system. A fully functional UAV payload is introduced, which includes an infra-red (IR) camera installed in a two-axis gimbal system. Hardwarein-loop (HIL) simulations are performed to test the MPC's performance in the SAT system, where the gimbal attitude and the UAV's flight trajectory are optimized to place the object to be tracked in the center of the IR camera's image.
I. INTRODUCTION
The recent up-spring of commercial availability of small unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) has lead to their use in many different applications involving inspections of structures, surveillance, and tracking of objects in less accessible environments. A lot of research has been carried out to extend the UAV's area of application, especially in areas where UAVs can increase safety. This includes search and rescue (SAR) applications, where UAVs equipped with cameras are used to map large areas and find missing objects and persons.
[1] describes a SAR system using a fixed wing UAV equipped with a camera sensor. By searching a predefined area, likelihood functions are made to determine the likelihood of localizing the object at a given location. The likelihood functions are merged into a larger mapping, a probability density function (PDF), which is maintained to express the most likely location of the target. The UAV's and the camera sensor's paths are generated from the PDF to maximize the likelihood of detecting the object of interest. The main possible limitations of this approach is that it may not easily extend to an arbitrary number of objects, and that localizing a moving target would greatly complicate the process.
[2] describes the combination of decentralized MPC (DMPC) and mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) used for collision avoidance and UAV path planning. [3] uses similar techniques for search planning. [4] use the UAV's kinematics together with low level avionics to design a nonlinear MPC controlling a fixed wing UAV. Their MPC is designed to track a pre-planned flight path based on error dynamics. Even though MPC has proved to be an effective control approach in UAV path planning, the MPCs designed by [2] and [4] does not include gimbal control and on-line flight trajectory generation.
Analogue to UAV SAR systems, search and track (SAT) systems using UAVs have also been a hot topic of research. [5] describes an ice management SAT system using an UAV equipped with sensors such as IR camera, laser and different microwave technologies. [6] describes the control of flight paths of multiple UAVs where the goal is to steer the UAV's in predefined trajectories avoiding collisions. Such a system could be advantageous when searching large areas and tracking multiple objects of interest. The fleet of UAVs could easily increase the area to be searched if used in a SAT system, thus increase the efficiency of the system tracking multiple objects at once. [7] consider task allocation and path planning for multiple UAVs using MILP.
In this paper, the focus is on the development and implementation of a novel search and track (SAT) payload system using a MPC, which includes the design of the controller responsible for steering the UAV towards regions of interest and optimal gimbal attitude placing objects of interest in the center of the camera image. In particular we develop a SAT system where we assume a computer vision (CV) module [8] , [9] is working directly with the UAV autopilot and the MPC in an autonomous decision making process. This allows the system to simultaneously detect and track multiple moving objects in an efficient manner. Placing the control of the UAV's flight and the gimbal's attitude trajectories in the same controller would enable system flexibility, which could be proven advantageous when the quality of the object tracking is to be increased. The main contributions of this paper are in the formulation and implementation of the MPC generating both the UAV and gimbal trajectories as well as system integration and HIL testing of avionics, payload and operator station.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. First, the overall UAV payload and system are described. This includes a short description of each independent module and their respective tasks. Second, an in-depth description of the MPC used to develop and implement a SAT system onboard an UAV is given. Third, hardware-in-theloop (HIL) tests are described, and the system's performance is evaluated. Finally the paper is summarized with a brief conclusion.
II. SYSTEM TOPOLOGY The object tracking system consists of several components and subsystems. Figure 1 describes the information flow between the main system components. The object tracking system includes an autopilot (flight control), a CV module, an object handler, and a MPC module. The CV module is responsible for identifying objects of interest using an infra-red (IR) camera, and estimates object positions and velocities. The estimated object information is sent to the object handler which selects the object(s) to be tracked based on UAV and object positions and attitudes. The MPC module, based on the UAV's attitude, position and velocity, calculates an optimal flight trajectory and optimal gimbal attitude to place the object(s) to be tracked within the camera's image. A dedicated computational device, the CV module, an IR camera and radio links are all part of the UAV's payload. Multiple radio links are installed in the UAV's payload enabling remote control of the object tracking system from a remote control station, known as the ground control station (GCS), where also the MPC is run on a dedicated computer. A local Ethernet connects the on-board computer with the IR camera (through a frame grabber) and one of the radio links. The autopilot and the onboard computer is directly connected by a serial interface where telemetry data is available to the onboard computer and commands can be received by the autopilot. The ground station includes radio links, an object tracking HMI (Human-Machine-Interface) and a remote autopilot control software solution. The flight operator managing the command center is able to switch between manual, automatic and autonomous flight modes, where the latter represents the object tracking system when the MPC controls the UAV's path and the gimbal's attitude. Figure 2 presents the total system integration for HIL simulations, see section IV for more details.
The UAV search and track system includes two modes, i) search and ii) track. The search mode is used to find objects to track within a predefined area. The operator defines the search area which is used by the UAV system to make a search grid and gimbal swipe motion which would cover the whole predefined area [10] , [3] , [11] . When the search grid is partly covered and objects are found, the operator could switch the system mode to track, which enables object tracking. In this paper we will focus on the track mode of the total UAV system.
III. MODEL PREDICTIVE CONTROL
A dedicated autopilot is used to control the UAV's flight, and uses way points as control inputs. The gimbal system is controlled by reference angles for tilt (α) and pan (β). Hence, the control objective would be to calculate optimal trajectories for the UAV's flight and the gimbal's attitude to place the object(s) of interest in the camera image. The control approach is a MPC module feeding both the UAV and the gimbal system with optimal control inputs. When designing the MPC the following is assumed:
Assumption 1: The CV module, which is based on [8] , [9] , provides an object list with object positions and velocities. The object handler selects a geographically referenced object or a cluster of objects from the object list to track within a finite time horizon. The objects to be tracked at a given time horizon are selected based on the UAV's and the objects' positions and headings, as well as the objects' priorities.
Assumption 2: The autopilot controls the UAV relative to the MPC's optimal trajectory calculations. The autopilot is also responsible for maintaining a desired air speed.
A. UAV and object kinematics
The UAV measurements and the estimated object states from the CV module are referenced to different frames, hence two different coordinate frames are defined, a local body frame fixed to the UAV {u} and an ENU frame fixed to the earth {e}. In addition, a third reference frame {g} with origin in the center of the gimbal can be defined. Figure  3 summarizes the coordinate frames. In the object tracking system only horizontal plane motion is considered. This is because the altitude is assumed constant and the roll and pitch angles are compensated for by the gimbal. By these assumptions the position and heading can be expressed in frame {e} by η = x, y, ψ .
x and y are north and east positions, respectively, relative a chosen origin, and ψ is the yaw angle. This forms a 3DOF system where the associated velocities are given in frame {u} by
Hence, the translations, rotations and their derivatives are now related bẏ
To assume no wind disturbances is a poor assessment. Since wind disturbances would almost always be present and introduce a crab angle σ, the UAV's course χ can be stated as the sum of the crab σ and the yaw angle ψ, i.e. [12] 
where the crab angle is given by
Hence, using the course angle χ and course rate r χ eq. (3) can be rewritten aṡ Table I summarizes the notation. 
B. Gimbal kinematics
The gimbal system should be given optimal control inputs, i.e. optimal tilt (α) and pan (β) angles relative the frame {u}. For each object, gimbal attitude can be calculated, placing each object of interest in the middle of the camera image. Given an object j with position r obj j = x obj j , y obj j , z obj j in the frame {e} and the position of the center of the camera's image plane relative to frame {e}, r c = [x c , y c , z c ] the desired tilt and pan angles placing object j in the middle of the camera image can be stated in the form
The desired gimbal attitude expressed in eq. (7) uses the UAV's attitude to rotate the object coordinates to level the UAV. This can be seen as rotating the earth frame about the UAV's center of origin opposite to the UAV's attitude, and use the new coordinates to calculate the desired gimbal attitude relative each object of interest. The rotation of the object coordinates is illustrated in figure 4 , and can for object j be stated aŝ
Using the resulting coordinates, eq. (8), the desired gimbal attitude can be calculated by simple trigonometric considerations. Before proceeding with the calculations of α d and β d the orientation of the gimbal attitude has to be defined. when the camera is pointing parallel to the horizontal plane given by the x and y axes in frame {u}. The gimbal's pan angle is bounded within β ∈ [β min , β max ], where β = 0 is defined when the camera is pointing towards the UAV's nose, assuming zero tilt angle, and β = π when the camera is pointing towards the UAV's back. The positive direction of rotation is counter-clockwise.
It can be shown that the desired gimbal attitude for object j can be stated as [13] 
(10)
C. Object dynamics
The objects' positions and velocities relative frame {e} are provided by the CV module and used by the MPC module to predict object positions throughout the MPC horizon, i.e. 
with the MPC horizon [t, t + T ]. As can be seen from the last term in eq. 11, the future object velocity is assumed constant and equal to the instantaneous velocity, i.e. ν 
D. Cost function
The control problem, where the objective is to use the information from each object identified by the CV module, to calculate optimal UAV and gimbal controls based on the UAV's and the gimbal's attitude, can be formulated as a Lagrange problem with integral quadratic cost given by
where the state vector z k is given by
and n is given by the length of the object list.
The matrices Q ∈ R 3n×3n and R ∈ R 3×3 are diagonal weight matrices. The controlled variables, u at time step k are given by
The distance between the UAV and the objects of interest, together with the measured gimbal attitude, are given by the R 3n×1 mapping
The desired distance between the UAV and the objects, together with the desired gimbal attitude for each object, are given by
where δ equals the UAV's desired turning radius. This leads to the UAV loitering above the objects with a given radius. Instead of using α k and β k as controls, the ratesα k andβ k are used. This adds constraints and penalties for the gimbal's angular rates as well as the UAV's course rate in the last term of eq. (12), which is added to prevent rapid changes in the gimbal's attitude and the UAV's course.
E. Constraints
The UAV's physical limitations are tied to its maneuverability. The autopilot maintains the UAV's speed and altitude, and also keeps the UAV levelled. The autopilot is also compensating for wind gusts and environmental disturbances. Hence, only the turn radius, which is dependent on the course rate r χ , will have impact on the calculation of the trajectory. Assuming the course rate is bounded, i.e. r k,χ ∈ [r χ,min , r χ,max ], and the UAV's cruising speed is given by ν c , the minimum turning radius δ min can be calculated as
which means δ should be designed according to
.
One should note that if δ is too large, the gimbal's tilt angle would be saturated when trying to place the object j in the camera image. If δ is too small, the UAV's manoeuvre would be impaired due to infeasible trajectories, which in turn could lead to a low quality of the object tracking. As mentioned earlier, the gimbal's attitude is bounded relative the gimbal's physical or operational limitations, i.e.α k ∈ [α min ,α max ] anḋ β k ∈ β min ,β max . To compensate for turbulence, it may be a necessity with fast response. To summarize, the constraints are given as
F. Implementation
The ACADO toolkit 1 [14] is used to implement the MPC formulation using the ACADO C++ API with the Gauss-Newton Hessian approximation. The MPC formulation must be rewritten using slack variables to prevent the problem becoming 1 www.acadotoolkit.org infeasible [15] . The MPC problem formulation does not include any disturbance models, e.q. wind models, due to closed loop feedback provided within the autopilot. New UAV and gimbal measurements for the initialization of each MPC horizon provides the necessary trajectory corrections. The MPC interfaces the autopilot using an API protocol over serial connection. After each MPC calculation, the optimal UAV and gimbal trajectories are modified by removing all elements which were impaired by the MPC's time delay while calculating the present horizon, and the first remaining optimal way-point and the gimbal attitude in the discretized trajectories are sent to the autopilot as control action.
IV. SYSTEM INTEGRATION
Some of the main components used in the system are briefly addressed in this section before introducing the payload and the HIL configuration.
A. UAV and Avionics
The UAV used is the Penguin B from UAV Factory 2 , while the autopilot used in the UAV system is the Piccolo SL from Cloud Cap Technology 3 . The Piccolo Command Center (PCC) provides remote control of the autopilot from the GCS. The DUNE library 4 provides the interface to the Piccolo autopilot through a high-level IMC protocol. A dedicated 2.4GHz radio link enables connection from the autopilot to the PCC, cf. figure 2 for a detailed description of the system integration.
B. Payload
The UAV's additional payload consists of an IR camera (Flir Tau 2) installed in a two-axis gimbal system (BTC-88 5 ) and connected to an AXIS frame grabber, PoE (Power over Ethernet) converters, a PandaBoard 6 , a radio link (Rocket M5) provided by Ubiquiti Networks 7 and a switch. The onboard generator provides a +12V power supply, and since some of the components in the payload operate with +5V and +48V, a step-down converter (12-5V DC/DC) and a step-up converter (12-48V DC/DC) are installed in the UAV's payload. The payload is presented in figure 5 . Fig. 5 : The UAV's payload shielded in an aluminum housing. The 5.8GHz radio link is mounted on the top of the housing.
C. HIL Configuration
In this section the CV module is disregarded and the object list are simulated. Figure 2 presents the system integration and the different interfaces which is used in the HIL simulations. A CAN interface connects a simulator with the autopilot. The simulator (FlightGear) simulates the UAV's motions and includes disturbance models such as wind gusts and turbulence. The PCC is connected with Piccolo via the GCS, which communicates with the onboard Piccolo through a 2.4GHz radio link. The onboard Piccolo is connected to the PandaBoard with a serial (RS232) interface. In this HIL configuration, the MPC is running on a computer in the ground operation center. The MPC and an in-house object tracking HMI communicates with the PandaBoard over a 5.8GHz radio link. The 5.8GHz radio link is dedicated for payload use to avoid interference with the 2.4GHz link between the autopilot and the PCC. As can be seen in figure 2 , the MPC communicates with the autopilot through the PandaBoard in the payload. For more information regarding the system integration and the payload design we refer to [13] .
V. RESULTS
Using the HIL configuration described in the previous section four object tracking scenarios are simulated. The first scenario is based on four stationary objects which forms a square with sides of 2000 meters with center in the {e} frame's origin. The second scenario uses the same object configuration as in the first scenario, but the objects are moving away from each other, parallel to the square's diagonals. The third scenario is constructed using three objects placed in equilateral triangular configuration with sides of 2000 meters, where the objects are moving towards each other. In all scenarios the MPC horizon is set to be short. This is due to heavy computational costs as an on-line 8 MPC with a long horizon impairs the system's real-time properties. The altitude is fixed to 100 meters in all test cases. Before discussing each scenario, the structure of the resulting figures 6-10 is addressed.
The large plot to the left represents a northeast (NE) plot of the UAV's flight path. The black circle represents the UAV and the blue frame is the projected camera image frame down on earth, calculated by assuming a pinhole camera model [13] . The blue cross located within the projected camera image represents the camera image's center. The objects are marked in the plot by coloured circles, red indicating an untracked object, blue indicating an object which is being tracked and green indicating a previously tracked object. The small plots to the right in each figure represents some of the UAV's and the gimbal's dynamics within the time frame from the last calculated MPC horizon. From top, left to right: ψ, α and β. From bottom, left to right: r,α andβ.
A. Four stationary objects
In this scenario the MPC horizon is set to 5 seconds. Figure 6 shows the UAV has entered a circular motion around the third object to be tracked, after finishing the tracking of the first two objects. This means the object handler has given the object information for the third object to the MPC. As can be seen, the UAV's circular motion enables nearly constant gimbal attitude, in which provides a good image quality. It can also be seen that the UAV's trajectory between the objects are straight lines which is the shortest distance between the objects. 
B. Four moving objects
In this scenario the MPC horizon is set to 6 seconds. Figure 7 shows the UAV performing a spiral motion while tracking the first object, which was given by the object handler to the MPC. The spiral motion is a result of combining optimal control of the gimbal's attitude and the UAV's flight trajectory to minimize the projected camera image's center drifting away from the object to be tracked. As can be seen, the UAV's start position is located a distance from the objects to be tracked. This is to show the UAV's path corrections due to the moving objects and the short MPC horizon. The slowly varying gimbal attitude, which is nearly constant, should provide a good tracking quality placing the objects of interest in the camera im- age's center. Figure 8 shows the UAV has finished tracking the first three objects and is currently on its way towards the forth object to be tracked. As can be seen, the UAV has tracked the objects using a spiral motion due to the objects' movements. The spiral motions enable an approximately constant gimbal attitude placing the object(s) of interest in the center of the camera image.
C. Three objects moving towards each other
This last scenario shows the object handler grouping objects to be tracked simultaneously if the objects are close enough to each other. The MPC horizon is set to 5 seconds. Figure 9 shows that the objects have been tracked a shorter time interval than in the previous test cases. This is due to the commands from the object handler. Figure  10 shows the three objects that are close enough to be tracked simultaneously, hence all three objects were sent to the MPC by the object handler.
As can be seen, all three objects are within the projected camera image while the UAV has entered a circular motion, and only small variations in the gimbal attitude are present during the horizon. This is a result of the UAV's heading rate r being approximately constant, thus the UAV has entered an optimal state while tracking the objects.
VI. CONCLUSION
A MPC formulation controlling the UAV's flight and the gimbal's attitude has been outlined. A fully functional UAV payload was briefly presented and described according to the configuration and system integration of the HIL simulation.
HIL simulations of the object tracking system were presented, which emphasise that MPC could be a viable camera-based autonomous control solution used in SAT missions in an embedded UAV platform. Mounting the MPC onboard the UAV would be feasible and could increase the system's operational limitations beyond LOS operations by implementation additional safety mechanisms. However, an onboard MPC will require a more powerful computer than the PandaBoard.
By calculating control trajectories for the UAV's flight trajectory and the gimbal's attitude in the same controller, a high degree of system flexibility is introduced where the UAV and the gimbal are controlled to cooperate in the process of placing the object(s) to be tracked in the center of the camera image with minimal drifting decreasing the quality of the object tracking mission.
